This paper investigates the definition of belief revision operators that correspond to the IAR and ICR inconsistency tolerant semantics in the Ontology Based Data Access (OBDA) setting. By doing this equivalence our long term goal is to provide an axiomatic characterisation of the above mentioned semantics.
Introduction and Motivation
We position ourselves in the Ontology Based Data Access (OBDA) setting where a query is being asked over a set of knowledge bases defined over a common ontology. When the union of knowledge bases along with the ontology is inconsistent, several semantics have been defined [5, 11] which are tolerant to inconsistency. They all rely on computing repairs, i.e. maximal (in terms of set inclusion) subsets of the knowledge bases. The inconsistency tolerant semantics (Intersection of All Repairs: IAR, All Repairs: AR, Intersection of Closed Repairs: ICR) have been studied [5, 11] , from a productivity point of view and a complexity point of view.
In this paper we take a new point of view. Our long term aim is to define axiomatic characterisations of two such semantics (IAR and ICR). We argue that such characterisation can provide an alternative way of comparing the semantics and can provide new insights into their properties. Furthermore such axiomatisation can be used when proposing a generalisation of inconsistency tolerant semantics.
In order to provide the axiomatic characterisation we define belief revision operators that correspond to IAR and ICR. The belief revision operator corresponding to the AR semantics is left for future work. Please note that while a lot of work has been done in belief revision and OBDA, none of the approaches deal with the final goal of their axiomatic characterisations. The paper is structures as follows: Section 2 introduces the rule based OBDA language used in the paper, Section 3 defines the revision operators that correspond to ICR and IAR. Based on the axiomatic characterisation of the belief operators we can provide the axiomatic characterisation of IAR and ICR. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
Rule Based Knowledge Representation
There are two major approaches in the literature used to represent an ontology for the OBDA problem and namely Description Logics (such as EL( [3] ) and DL-Lite [7] fami-lies) and rule based languages. The most notable rule based language is the Datalog + [6] language, a generalization of Datalog that allows for existentially quantified variables in the head of the rules. Despite Datalog + undecidability when answering conjunctive queries, there exist decidable fragments of Datalog + are studied in the literature [4] . These fragments generalize the above mentioned Description Logics families.
In this paper we represent the ontology via rules. We consider a (potentially inconsistent) knowledge base composed of a set F of facts corresponding to existentially closed conjunctions of atoms, which can contain n-ary predicates; a set of negative constraints N which represent the negation of a fact and an ontology composed of a set of rules R that represent general implicit knowledge that can introduce new variables in their head (conclusion).
A rule is applicable to set of facts F if and only if the set entails the hypothesis of the rule. If rule R is applicable to the set F, the application of R on F produces a new set of facts obtained from the initial set with additional information from the rule conclusion. We then say that the new set is an immediate derivation of F by R denoted by R(F). Let F be a set of facts and let R be a set of rules. A set F n is called an Rderivation of F if there is a sequence of sets (derivation sequence)
Given a set {F 0 , . . . , F k } and a set of rules R, the closure of
). Finally, we say that a set F and a set of rules R entail a fact G (and we write F, R |= G) iff the closure of the facts by all the rules entails G (i.e. if Cl R (F) |= G). Given a set of facts {F 1 , . . . , F k }, and a set of rules R, the set of facts is called R-inconsistent if and only if there exists a constraint N = ¬F such that
Several semantics have been proposed to handle consistency based in the concept of data repairs [5, 11] . Once the repairs are computed, various strategies can be adapted to answer a query. We can consider querying all repairs (AR-semantics), the intersection of all repairs (IAR-semantics) or the intersection of closed repairs (ICR-semantics). Definition 1. [5, 11] Let K = (F, R, N ) be a knowledge base and let α be a query. Then α is AR-entailed from K, written K |= AR α iff for every repair
Definition 2. [5, 11] Let K = (F, R, N ) be a knowledge base and let α be a query.
Definition 3. [5, 11] Let K = (F, R, N ) be a knowledge base and let α be a query.
In the context of Belief Revision, the problem of making an inconsistent belief base consistent was solved by Hanson in [10] who proposed a new operation called Consolidation. An inconsistent belief base can be consolidated by removing some of its elements. The consolidation of a belief base B is denoted B!. A plausible way to perform consolidation is to contract by falsum (contradiction), i.e. B! = B ÷ ⊥. In order to express this notion more precisely, we need to introduce the concept of remainder set proposed by Alchourrón and Makinson in [2] . For any belief base B and any formula α, the remainder set of B by α, B ⊥ α, is the set of maximal subsets of B that do not imply α. In other words, in our language: Definition 6. (Updated AGM85 [1] ) Let F be a set of facts in a knowledge base K. Let F⊥α and γ be the set of all maximal subsets of F that do not imply α and a selection function, respectively. The partial meet contraction on F that is generated by γ is the operation ∼ γ such that for all facts α:
Two limiting cases have been very well studied: when γ gives back either only one element of F⊥α or all members of F⊥α. In the first case, we are talking about Maxichoice contraction and in the second it is called Full meet contraction.
There are other special and interesting cases when the selection function is based on a relation (that may be thought of a preference relation).
Definition 7. A selection function γ for a belief base F in a knowledge base K, and the contraction operator based on it, are 1. relational if and only if there is a binary relation ⊑ such that for all fact α, if F⊥α
is non-empty, then
transitively relational if and only if there is such a relation that is transitive.
Based on partial meet contraction, one can define a partial meet consolidation as F ∼ γ ⊥ which is the intersection of the "most preferred" maximal consistent subsets of F, i.e. F! = F ∼ γ ⊥ = ∩γ(F⊥⊥) where ⊥ denotes logical contradiction.
Partial meet consolidation has been axiomatically characterized as follows:
Theorem 1. ( Updated [9] ) An operation is a partial meet consolidation if and only if for all sets F of facts the following are satisfied:
In addition, it is a full meet consolidation if and only if it also satisfies:
Core identity: β ∈ F! if and only if β ∈ F and there is no
On the other hand, an operator is a maxi-choice consolidation if and only if it satisfies the postulates consistency, inclusion, and:
Fullness:
There are five ways to characterise a belief revision function: axiomatic, using remainder sets, using kernel sets, epistemic entrenchment and spheres system. In the following we will define the operators corresponding to the inconsistency tolerant semantics above using its axiomatic characterisation.
Consolidation operators for existing semantics
We want to define an operator of consolidation that given a inconsistent knowledge base K = (F, R, N ), returns a new consistent knowledge base K! = (F!, R, N ).
As a first step, we consider the maximal consistent subsets (repairs or remainders) of F denoted K ⊥ ⊥. More precisely:
We are now able to define an operator of consolidation as K! = Op(Ch(K ⊥ ⊥)) where Ch is a choice function and Op an intersection operator (or an any operator defined over the results of choice). It is easy to check the following:
1. If Ch returns all elements and Op is the intersection of sets then we get the IAR semantics.
Note that in this case we are talking about a full meet consolidation and it allows us to give immediately an axiomatic characterization of IAR semantics.
In order to obtain the equivalent of ICR semantics we need to work on sets closed by Cl R . First, we have to introduce some properties.
We now define the remainders or repairs sets closed by Cl R in the following way:
We are now able to define a new family of consolidation operators using these remainders. This kind of operators defined over closed sets by R-derivations will be called closure partial meet consolidation operators and denoted by †. We also cover the ICR semantics as follows:
2. If Ch returns all elements and Op is the intersection of sets over {M|M ∈ K ⊥ ClR ⊥} then we get the ICR semantics.
Note that we describe a full meet consolidation but over remainders closed by Rderivations. In order to give an axiomatization of this kind of consolidations, we need to included an axiom which mirrors this fact. This will be done in the next section.
Axiom Compliance
In this section we go one step further in the definition of consolidation operators in relationship with ICR semantics through a set of postulates. In order to give logical properties of that kind of consolidation operators, we first rephrase Hansson's postulates within our framework. Let K = (F, R, N ) be a knowledge base, the original postulates can be rewritten in following way: On the contrary direction, let † be an operator that satisfies the four postulates mentioned in the theorem. We need to show that F † = ∩ K ⊥ ClR ⊥. We assume again, that for each f ̸ ∈ F † there exists X ⊂ Cl R (F) such that X is R-consistent and X ∪ f does not. In the usual way we are able to extend X to a maximal R-consistent set X ′ such that f ̸ ∈ X ′ . Since X ⊂ Cl R (F) then X ′ ⊂ Cl R (F) and X ′ ∈ K ⊥ ClR ⊥. From the last, we may conclude that f ̸ ∈ K ⊥ ClR ⊥. This finishes the proof.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper we showed how to get first results towards an axiomatic characterisation of the IAR and ICR semantics in the OBDA setting. We did this by covering the semantics using known consolidation operators from belief revision. The AR semantics poses some problems. Indeed, to cover the AR semantics let {Ch i } with 1 ≤ i ≤ #(K ⊥ ⊥) be a family of choice functions such that each Ch i returns only one different element of K ⊥ ClR ⊥, i.e. we enumerate the elements of K ⊥ ClR ⊥ and each Ch i gives back only one of it. If we consider the family of maxichoice consolidation defined by {Ch i } and we take the intersection among the classical consequence closure of each K i ! then we get the AR semantics. In this case, we are considering a family of maxichoice consolidations which have also a well known axiomatic characterization. But it is not clear how to axiomatize the combination proposed here. This will be left for future research. Note that by using the equivalence showed in [8] we also obtained here an axiomatic characterisation of some argumentation semantics.
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